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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The situation of civic education
Understanding of civic engagement among common people
Citizens’ perception of local services and facilities
Civic Engagement in
Knowledge about local services and facilities
Local Governance
The concern of citizens on local problems
Personal commitment to civic engagement
Level of awareness of people
Excitement and awareness of the persons to be organized and to
raise voice
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strength of community organizations
Informal cultural practices
Community involvement and the feeling of collaboration
Social and community leadership
Cooperation of community and CSOs

Civic Engagement in
Local Governance

The feeling of collective action
Community environment
Activeness and participation of various groups, committees and
organizations

• Concept of civic engagement in service delivery by the local
governments

• Quality of work of the local governments
• Commitment and understanding of elected representatives
• Satisfaction towards the goods and services provided by the local
governments

• Trust on the working modality of the local governments
• Civic engagement in the formulation of policies, rules and their
implementation

• Cooperation and coordination among government agencies
• The culture of listening to citizens’ complaints and addressing them
• System for collecting citizens’ views and address their concerns
while making decisions

• Provision for ensuring citizen oversight of and satisfaction towards
the services of the government and the market

•
•
•
•
•
•

Perspectives on media
Knowledge and understanding of communicators
Freedom of the press
Use and impact of IT
Accessibility and the impact of the Internet
Provision for IT-friendly citizens and staff
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To information

Consultation
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• IT can contribute to inform about the goods and services provided by
the public bodies.
• Formulation and implementation of public policies, strategies and
laws.
• Through the use of IT, citizens can be informed about the process of
plan formulation, budget allocation, selection of plan, implementation,
quality indicators, the status of budget expenditure and others.
• Citizens can also be informed through IT about issues that may directly
affect the citizenry. It creates an environment for citizens to participate
in activities that they need and influence them.
• Formulation and implementation of public policies, strategies and
laws.
• Consulting services can also be carried out using IT to benefit as many
participants as possible from the goods and services provided by any
public body.

Engagement

• Such technology also contributes to citizens’ perceptions of public
service and their willingness to seek such suggestions to make such
services more effective. This creates a situation where the public
service providers can decide on the participation of as many citizens
as possible. This eases to implement decisions.
• Through the optimal use of IT, citizens can engage themselves in the
plan formulation and decision-making process of the public service
providing bodies.
• Officers of the decision-making bodies can use IT to create a conducive
environment to know citizens’ interests and concerns about the area or
issues and make a decision with citizens' involvement.

Collaboration

• IT supports to establish a collaboration between the service providing
bodies and citizens on formulating plans and decision-making process
and to make them understand and explain the concern of citizens.
• IT also provides the basis for active collaboration between the general
public and service providers in the entire process or planning of the
public service delivered by the government agencies , implementation,
monitoring, evaluation and distribution of benefits.

Empowerment

• IT is important to make citizens aware of the quality of the goods
and services provided by the service proviers and to empower them to
acquire those services.
• By disseminating information important to citizens on a regular basis
using IT and to make them participate in the governance system by
empowering them.
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Tools
enhancing Enhancement in good
Benefits to the
social
governance
citizenry
accountability
Budget
It eases tracking budget Proper
utilization
Tracking
expenditure (where and of budget enhances
how the budget is being the
quality
of
spent) by the public development work,
bodies and to know physical infrastructure
whether it is properly and public service.
utilized or misused. This can create an
Incase of the misuse of environment
so
budget, measures can that citizens receive
be adopted to correct it. quality services.
Community
Citizens can evaluate Citizens can enhance
Score Card
the work of the public the quality of public
service
providing service providers in
bodies using the Card. a cordial atmosphere.
Even official of the This
facilitates
service provider gives citizens to easily avail
score. After this, both quality services.
parties together develop
a work plan to solve the
problems. Therefore,
this tool helps to develop
coordination
and
collaboration between
citizens and the public
service providers.
Citizen
Through this card, The
opinion
of
Report
the information about citizens
supports
Card
citizens’ perspectives to easily solve the
and understanding of problems being faced
the goods and services by any public service
provided by the public provider.
bodies and problems
can also be found
out. This supports to
increase the quality of
services.
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Benefits to the service
providers
Budget
appropriated
by the public bodies is
properly utilized which in
turn develops a positive
outlook of citizens towards
these bodies. Results as
per investments can be
achieved.
This creates an environment
in which problems in the
services being provided by
the office can be identified
and solved in collaboration
with citizens without any
pressure. This helps in
delivering quality services.

Officials
know
about
the
perspective
and
understanding of citizens
towards their services and the
areas of improvement. This
helps to develop a positive
attitude of citizens towards
the office and the officers.

Social Audit

Social audit develops
an environment where
the office bearers and
citizens can discuss on
the services provided
throughout the year and
objectives that have
been met and not met.
This helps to review
the goal and objectives
of the public bodies
and make them more
effective.

Citizens can raise
their voices in these
social audits if they
have any concerns
about
the
goal,
objectives and the
delivery of the goods
and services and the
areas of improvement.
This helps to make
the services of those
offices more effective
and qualitative.

They know about the
perspectives of citizens
towards the goods and
services being provided by
them. The suggestion for
the improvements in the
objectives and goals can
be received from citizens.
Applying those suggestions
enhances the quality and
delivery of goods and
services.

Complaint
Management
Mechanism

The
effective
implementation of the
complaint management
mechanism
creates
the basis to receive
complaints
from
citizens
about
the
goods and services
provided by the office.
This allows citizens to
express their complaints
spontaneously.
It
helps in the timely
management of smaller
issues due to which
services
become
effective.
In
the
third-party
monitoring, goods and
services delivered by
the service provider is
monitored by a third
party which is neither
the service provider nor
the service user. This
monitoring contributes
to improve the quality
of goods and services
delivered by the public
bodies and to ensure
good governance.

Citizens get an easy
way
to complain
about their problems
and also suggest
solutions.
This
provides the basis for
solving problems.

It becomes easier to know
about the perspectives of
citizens towards the goods
and services being provided
by them.

This
creates
the
basis for citizens
to
attain
quality
goods and services.
Development work is
completed on time and
becomes qualitative
and effective.

The suggestions received by
the service providers from
the third-party monitoring
contributes to improve
the quality of the services.
The suggestions given by
third party creates the basis
for quality and effective
services. It also increases
the trust of citizens towards
the office.

Third-party
Monitoring
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Functions of the Federal
Government
• Ensure
meaningful
participation of CSOs
in the periodic planning
process developed by the
federal government.
• Ensure the participation
of CSOs working in the
respective field in the
process of drafting laws
and regulations by the
federal government.
• Ministers
and
other
responsible office bearers
of the federal government
should be in continued
dialogue with
citizens
using different means of
mass communication, IT
or citizen dialogues. Make
arrangements for decision
making on any matter
through interaction and
discussion with citizens.
• Members
of
Federal
Parliament
to
make
arrangements to have
regular interaction with their
respective
constituency
members and citizens.
• Various
constitutional
commissions at the federal
level
organize
civic
dialogues and interactions
with citizens every three
months.
• The federal government
should collect citizens’
complaints using mass
communication and IT and
have mechanism to address
such complaints.

Functions of the Provincial
Government

Functions of the Local
Government

• Ensure
meaningful • Local governments should
participation of citizens and
ensure civic engagement
CSOs in an institutional
at the settlement level by
manner on different aspects
organizing
settlementsuch as periodic and
level citizen forum on a
thematic planning process,
monthly basis.
drafting, implementation, • Ensure civic engagement
monitoring, evaluation and
by organizing wardbenefit analysis.
level citizen forum on a
monthly basis.
• Ministers and other office
bearers of the provincial • To have citizen participate
in governance system, DDC
governments
should
to organize citizen dialogue
coordinate and collaborate
every three months.
with citizens using various
media, IT and other • The local government to
mechanisms.
ensure the participation
of citizens during the
• Members of Provincial
periodic and thematic
Parliaments
should
planning,
planning
organize citizen dialogues
process, laws and Acts
in
their
respective
formulated by the local
constituencies at least once
governments.
every three months.
• The local governments
• Provincial
commissions
to ensure meaningful and
and other agencies should
institutional participation
regularly coordinate and
of citizens in the process
collaborate with citizens
of planning, budgeting,
and address their concerns.
implementation of plans,
monitoring and evaluation
• Provincial governments,
and the distribution of
using mass media and
benefits.
social accountability tools,
should gradually involve • Elected representatives,
should
organize
citizens in governance
programs like “Elected
process and systems.
Representatives
with
Citizens” every three
months
to
collect
concerns and expectations
of citizens and gradually
implement them.
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Transparency

•
•
•

Accountability

•
•
•
•

RTI promotes transparency.
Citizens are the source of power in any democratic country and hence
transparency is required in the process of development, decision making
and social, economic, physical and other aspects of governance.
RTI enhances transparency of the work carried out by the government
and hence contributes largely to establishing good governance.
Rule of law is established only when the public officials fulfill their duties.
The concept of accountability has emerged to ensure that citizens can
get the public facilities and services in a timely manner.
Accountability also enhances good governance.
Using RTI, citizens can monitor the accountability of the public
agencies which provide feedback for good governance.
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Empowerment

•
•
•
•

Civic
engagement

•
•

Control of
corruption

•
•
•

Inclusion

•
•

•
Promotion of
good governance

•

•

•
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RTI is a medium of empowering citizens.
Empowerment is a condition when a person can identify his/her
rights and gains the liberty of using the rights.
Empowerment helps prepare the poor, the incapacitated and the
backward groups within a society or a state to grab opportunities.
RTI is an important tool in the process of empowering the
disadvantaged groups socially, economically, politically and
culturally.
RTI is an important tool in promoting civic engagement in the
governance system.
With the use of RTI, citizens can avail the information related to the
governance system easily and based on the same, they can advocate
and contribute towards improvement.
RTI is a strong and effective tool to control corruption, irregularities
and imperfections from the local to the federal level.
With the use of RTI, any citizen can get information of any personal
or public concern.
Therefore, in case any doubt arises about any developmental
effort or any other function, citizens can ask for information using
RTI and if they find any irregularity, they can make it available in the
public domain and contribute to correct them. This helps to control
corruption.
RTI contributes significantly to promoting inclusion.
The constitution and other prevailing legislations have various
provisions on inclusion. RTI can be used to know if such constitution
and legal provisions are being implemented. Once the information is
obtained, citizens can pressurize and advocate for the implementation
of such legal provisions.
RTI significantly contributes towards the pragmatic implementation
of inclusion.
RTI provides a basis to get oriented towards the major aspects of
good governance in the society like transparency, accountability,
rule of law, civic engagement, effectiveness, equity and inclusion,
strategic vision and agreement.
The information obtained using RTI if made available in the public
domain, helps enhance transparency and accountability. Similarly, if
inquired, regarding the status of the implementation of the laws, it
contributes towards the establishment of the rule of law.
Concluding as such, RTI helps in effective implementation of the
fundamental aspects of good governance.
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Major laws to be drafted by the local-level government

1
2
3
4
5
6

Laws related to levy taxes at the local level (Article 228)

7

Laws related to the establishment and operation of emergency fund at the rural municipality
and municipality (Local Government Operation Act, 2017, Section 70)

8

Meetings and decision of the local executive should be in accordance with the work division
and performance regulation (Local Government Operation Act, 2017, Section 17)

9

Procedure for the publication/postponement of the time limit, summoning of the parties
and process of agreement/reconciliation letter, delisting (Local Government Operation Act,
2017, Section 49)

10

The local level to draft laws adhering to the basic principles and standards specified by the
federal law on the formation, operation, management, terms of services and other provisions
related to the facilities.

11

Standards on exemption on integrated property tax (Local Government Operation Act,
2017, Section 55)

12

Public Procurement Regulation of the local level (Local Government Operation Act, 2017,
Section 74)

13

Pursuant to the constitution and law, areas including education and health are under the
jurisdiction of the rural municipality and municipality.

14
15

Drafting of codes of conduct for the office bearers of the rural municipality and municipality.

Laws related to the certification of decisions and orders (Article 214 (5))
Laws related to the financial procedure of the local level (Article 229)
Laws related to revenue and expenditure estimates (Article 230)
Regulations related to work division and work performance (Article 228)
Laws related to coordination with the social and community organizations including NGOs,
users committees and cooperatives (Local Government Operation Act, 2017, Section 70)

Thematic areas of service delivery such as education, health, agriculture, disaster
management, environment, etc.
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Steps and processes of
lawmaking at the local level

• The local executives to
table the bill regarding the
jurisdiction of the rural
municipality/municipality.
• The tabled bill to be passed
by a majority of the then
existing members.
• The chair to authenticate the
passed bill within 15 days of
passing, the authenticated
bill becomes an Act.
• The council, in order to
manage its procedure, may
form required committees
like accounting, legislative,
good governance and others
under the convenorship of
any member.
• Other issues regarding the
management procedure of
the assembly shall be in
accordance to the operation
regulation made by the
assembly.
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Work to be carried out
by the local governments
in order to enhance civic
engagement

Citizens’ responsibilities

• The local level government, • Citizens
should
show
before drafting any law/
concerns about the policies
policy, has to collect
and laws being drafted at the
suggestions on its drafts by
local level and present the
inviting civil society and
issues to be incorporated in
citizens in collaboration
writing or orally.
with CSOs.
• Take the policy being drafted
to the public discussion and
• Prepare the final draft of
collect suggestions.
the bill incorporating the
suggestions put forward by • Consult with experts about
citizens and organize a rural
the future implication of
municipality-/municipalityany law/policy and present
level public hearing to
suggestions accordingly.
inform citizens about it.
• Provide required support and
• In order to collect feedback
cooperation to implement
from
citizens, publish
any law passed by the local
or disseminate notice to
level governments.
collect suggestions using
IT or other alternatives and
provide 15 days for the
collection of suggestions;
incorporate
suggestions
according to their relevance.
• In order to provide citizens
with information about the
passing of law, disseminate
information through the
mass media.

Steps of drafting a
public policy
Drafting of public
policies

Process of civic engagement
• Build a policy and legal basis to draft any public policy based on
the demands of citizens and with their participation.
• Ensure civic engagement in regard to the identification of the
demand of any public policy.
• Based on the demand thus identified, ensure civic engagement
while developing the draft of a public policy.
• Collect citizens’ suggestions on the policy draft through discussion
and interaction among the general public.
• Incorporate the suggestions made during interactions with the
sectoral stakeholders, experts and CSOs working in the same field
while drafting a policy.
• Ensure representation of the stake holding CSOs while deciding
upon the drafted policy.
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Public policy
analysis

• Ensure civic engagement in analyzing the impacts and implications
of any public policy.
• Ensure participation of concerned thematic experts and CSOs
working in the same issue or field in analyzing the impacts and
implications of any public policy.
• Policies drafted without adequate analysis and without the
participation and coordination of the stakeholders affect their
implementation severely. Therefore, the policies should be
analyzed with wider participation of the stakeholders.

Implementation of
public policy

• Civic engagement is very important in every steps of the
implementation of a policy. Any public policy is for the development
of citizens and hence the role of civic engagement is important in
enhancing awareness about policies through civic education.
• Coordinate and collaborate with CSOs for the creation of conducive
environment required to implement public policies.
• Ensure civic engagement in order to minimize the problems that
crop up during the implementation of public policies.
• It is widely complained that public policies drafted in Nepal are
good but their implementation has remained very weak. In order to
reduce the complaints, collaborate with CSOs while implementing
public policies.

Steps
Step 1
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Plan formulation
Obtain framework of budget
transfer and guidelines on budge
and program development: Every
year, the local government should
obtain framework of budget transfer
and guidelines on budge and
program development and draft the
annual budget and programs based
on the guidelines thus obtained and
also consider the locally available
resources.

Process of civic engagement

Step 2

Step 3

Estimate resources and determine • While determining the ceiling of the
the ceiling of the total budget
sectoral areas, complementary grants,
target groups development, economic,
social and infrastructure development
and promotional activities should be
allotted with specified amount.
• Once the local executive approves
and forwards the sectoral budget
ceiling, guidelines and basis for
prioritization to the ward committee,
the ward committee has to discuss on
them based on the received sectoral
ceilings and guidelines, prepare project
selection criteria in the settlements
of the ward, determine the date of
discussion at the settlements and
disseminate information about it.
Citizens can participate in taking this
information to as many individuals as
possible with special focus on reaching
to the disadvantaged groups such as
women, Dalits, indigenous peoples and
members of excluded groups.
Selection of project/program from • The ward committee, while preparing
the settlement tole level
the criteria for the selection of
projects and programs, should create
an environment where all citizens
can engage in the settlement-level
discussion by creating clusters of
different settlements. Citizens or CSOs
can opine about the convenient time
and venue for such discussion.
• While selecting the settlement-level
project through a team mobilized
under the leadership of ward member,
citizens can contribute to increase
civic engagement by household visits,
disseminating information through
the mass media, posting hand-written
notices at different public places,
sending invitation cards to the parents
through students to create conducive
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Step 4

Step 5
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Prioritization of ward-level
projects/programs

Budget and program draft

environment for the meaningful
participation of children, women,
ethnic and indigenous groups, Madhesi,
people with disabilities, marginalized
and disadvantaged groups and others.
• Every ward committee, based on the
project and program prioritization
criteria received from the rural
municipality shall prioritize the
projects and programs received at
the settlement/Tole level and also
classify them into sectoral areas and
recommend them to the budget and
program drafting committee. In this
process, citizens can examine whether
the projects from the lower level has
been included and provide feedback
to include the projects with utmost
necessity.
• In this stage of planning, the ward
committee may include the projects and
programs in the priority list that have
not been demanded at the settlement
level but are important at the village
and municipal level by explaining
their rationale. In this process, citizens
have to diligently participate in two
ways. First, the socially and politically
powerful parties can have their projects
included. Second, citizens may also
participate in projects including those
of utmost importance but have not
been demanded at the settlement and
Tole levels.
• While drafting programs and budget,
the committee should prepare a sectoral
list based on the projects and programs
prioritized by the ward committees and
also the programs and projects that
are deemed important for village and
municipal levels. In this process, CSOs
or citizens may participate to support
the committee.

Step 6

Step 7

• While preparing the sectoral list, economic,
social,
infrastructure
development,
environment and disaster management,
institutional development and service
delivery, financial management and good
governance sectors have to be segregated.
While drafting such sectoral lists, the basis
for the participation of CSOs working in the
same field and of citizens showing concern
and having knowledge in the sector.
• In this process, thematic groups may
invite thematic experts or sectoral
representatives. The concerned CSOs
and thematic experts can participate
and contribute to prioritize the plans.
This helps prevent the projects getting
politically biased.
• In this process, citizens may advocate to
allocate programs and projects based on
the necessity and to prioritize the programs
and projects that are required for improving
the livelihood and empowerment of the
members of poor and marginalized groups
and communities.
Approval of budget and program • Citizens should pay attention to if
from village/municipal executive
programs and projects have completed
meeting
the above steps and if otherwise, have
coordinate to have such programs and
projects included.
• Citizens can actively contribute to have the
budget speech delivered on village and
municipal councils by mid-June approving
the budget and programs on time.
Pass budget and program in village/ • Inform citizens about the approved
municipal assembly meeting
policies, programs and budget by
taking it to the villages.
• Contribute to take the schedule
developed for the implementation of
policies, programs and budget to all
concerned citizens.
• Develop basis for the active
participation of all concerned and
beneficiary citizens by making them
ware of the budget in each plan and the
work to be carried out through general
discussions or meetings.
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Responsibilities of Public Service Delivery
Entities
• Considering social mobilization while
organizing programs and projects, ensure
the participation of CSOs such as mothers’
groups, women groups, child clubs, youth
clubs, ethnic and religious communities,
informal organizations such as Guthis,
development
partners,
organizations
representing disadvantaged groups and
communities.
• Arrange meeting with the representatives of
such organizations and other individuals as
needed and discuss to have environment for
the effective implementation of programs
and projects.

• After the approval of programs and projects,
implement programs through the users or in
case of the projects, inform the respective
beneficiary groups to sign an agreement
after forming users’ group within 15 days.
• While informing in this manner and forming
the users’ groups, the principle of inclusion
based on the leadership of beneficiary groups
should be followed and positions should not
be divided among political parties.

Responsibilities of CSOs and Individuals
• Coordinate with the local level government
to ensure the participation of all parties at
planning and implementation of programs.
• Attend such meetings regularly and
present citizens’ viewpoint in the effective
implementation of projects and programs.

• Understand the perspectives and opinions
of citizens towards any project and share
such perspectives and opinions during
meetings.
• Inform stakeholders and other citizens
about the important decisions made during
such meetings.
• Inform the target groups and community
members to gather to form users’ committee
for the approved programs and plans.
• Create a conducive environment for the
beneficiary groups for their representation
in the users’ groups.
• Create an environment where users’ groups are
led by the members of the beneficiary groups.
• Participate in activities needed for creating
an environment for the agreement on the plan
after the formulation of users’ committee.
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• In coordination and collaboration with • Be watchful if the policy and legal
CSOs, inform the related parties on different
obligations have been adhered to during the
policy and legal provisions to be adhered to
implementation of any project. If otherwise,
during the implementation of projects.
inform the respective local government and
bring the implementor and representatives
of the government agencies together for
a discussion to create an environment for
effective implementation.
• While implementing programs or projects, • Request the respective agencies to ensure
make policy provisions to involve CSOs
that the programs and projects related
such as child clubs while working in the
to the target groups and communities
field of children, involving youth clubs while
are carried out by CSOs led by the same
working in the field of youths and involving
groups and communities.
women and mothers’ networks while working • Identify the programs that are in the budget
in the field of gender empowerment, etc.
allotted by the local level and inform the
• Encourage CSOs to implement, oversee and
respective stake holding agencies and
repair and maintain of such programs and
citizens.
projects.
• Put emphasis to implement programs of
certain kinds through CSOs.
• Make provisions to have the representatives of • Appoint an experienced person as a
the civil society in the procurement committees
member of the procurement committee of
formed to procure various materials based on
the users’ group and lead the process of
the cost estimates of projects.
reducing possible irregularities during the
• Ensure to have a provision in the agreement
procurement process.
signed with the users’ committee including • Advocate on behalf of citizens to ensure
CSOs or local intellectuals as a member
Public Procurement Act is adhered to
while procuring the materials according to the
during procurement.
agreement.
• Make the general information about project • Monitor if the information board has
including total budget, quality, start and
been placed at the project site and if not,
completion date available at the project site.
coordinate to place it.
• Make arrangements for public audit in • Monitor if the public audit has been carried
the presence of all the beneficiary citizens
out at the project site in the presence of
at project site after the implementation of
beneficiary stakeholder citizens after the
projects/programs has been completed.
completion of every project and if not
• For conducting such public audit,
conducted, coordinate with the public
responsibilities can be given to a third party
entity to conduct such audit.
such as local CSOs like youth networks.
• Make publicity to bring as many
stakeholder citizens as possible to such
public audit programs.
• Participate in such audits and raise
concerns if any and press for improvement.
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Steps
Who participates?
Settlement- Under the leadership
level
of ward member, all
meeting
citizens, different
committees, groups,
representatives from
different organizations,
teachers, farmers,
livestock raisers,
representatives from
forest user groups,
school management
committees, political
parties, journalists,
local intellectuals,
Dalits, indigenous
peoples, women,
people with
disabilities and other
deprived groups and
citizens from the
community.

When?
Every month.
Time, date and
venue should be
pre-determined.

Where?
At a local
school,
community
building to the
best possible
extent. If
community
building is not
available at
the settlement,
it can be
organized at
an open place
(e.g. Chautara,
playground).

Ward-level
meeting

Fifteen days after
the meeting at
the settlement
level. Time,
date and venue
should be predetermined.

Hall at the
ward office or
open space at
ward office.
It can also be
organized on
the playground
of a school
that falls in the
center of the
ward.
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Leadership to be
taken by the ward
chair. Representatives
selected from each of
the settlements, ward
level organizations,
schools at the ward,
sectoral agencies such
as health, agriculture,
livestock services,
political parties and
cooperatives.

What to do?
Listening to the
concerns of the
local people. Some
of the concerns
can be solved by
the ward member
at the settlement
level and unsolved
should be forwarded
to the ward level.
While sending the
concerns to the
ward level, it should
be accompanied by
a group consisting
of four or five
representatives.
Principle of
inclusion should
be considered
while selecting the
representatives.
Discuss to respond
the concerns being
forwarded by the
settlement-level
meeting, don’t let
the new concerns
find their way in
this process. Try
and address the
concerns at the
ward level and if
unaddressed, they
can be forwarded to
the executive

Steps

Who Participates?

Ward-level
meeting

Leadership to be
taken by the ward
chair. Representatives
selected from each of
the settlements, wardlevel organizations,
schools at the ward,
sectoral agencies such
as health, agriculture,
livestock services,
political parties and
cooperatives.

Rural
municipality
- or
municipality
-level
meeting

To be led by deputy
mayor or vice-chair.
Members representing
each ward,
representatives from

When?

Where?

What to do?
level. While
forwarding the
concerns to the
executive level,
at most five
representatives
should be sent along
with those selected
from the settlement
level representatives
based on the principle
of inclusion.
Fifteen days after Hall at the
Discuss to respond
the meeting at
ward office or
the concerns being
the settlement
open space at
forwarded by the
level. Time,
ward office.
settlement-level
date and venue
It can also be
meeting, don’t let
should be preorganized on
the new concerns
determined.
the playground find their way in
of a school
this process. Try
that falls in the and address the
center of the
concerns at the
ward.
ward level and if
unaddressed, they
can be forwarded to
the executive level.
While forwarding
the concerns to
the executive
level, at most five
representatives
should be sent along
with those selected
from the settlement
level representatives
based on the
principle of
inclusion.
Fifteen days after Conference hall All the problems
the ward-level
at the secretariat and concerns
meeting. Time,
of Palika or
coming from the
date and venue
school building ward level can
should be precan also be
be discussed here
determined.
used.
intensively and
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Steps
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Who Participates?
Palika-level CSOs,
principals of schools,
representatives from
the offices such as
education, health,
agriculture, livestock
and all ward chairs.

When?

Where?

What to do?
addressed. The
problems that can’t
be solved here can
be forwarded to find
multiple options in
consultations with
citizens and CSOs.
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S. N.
Steps
8
State in which advocacy for other starts
• In this step, the condition in which
citizens start advocating for the
participation of the disadvantaged
groups, communities, regions, gender,
religion and ethnicity.
7

State in which leadership is assumed
• In this step, the condition is created
where citizens are in the leadership
position in development/construction
work and service delivery and
monitoring of the third parties.
• Citizens are able to assume overall
leadership of any users’ group or
monitoring and evaluation committees.

6

State in which membership is acquired
• In this stage, citizens have acquired
memberships of
various groups
and committees formed for the
development and service delivery at
the local level.
• Citizens will be the members of
committees like planning, users’
groups, M&E, etc.
• A situation will be created in which
any decision is made only after the
coordination,
collaboration
and
participation of such members.
State in which participation happens
• In this state citizens are invited and
their active participation is made for
any work related to development and
service delivery.
• There will be a state in which civic
engagement is ensured in any
discussion and meeting.
• Citizens will have participation in
planning, budget allocation, formation
of users’ groups, M&E sharing of
benefits.

5
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roles
Concerned citizens
Political parties
CSOs
Users’ groups
Tole/lane organizations
Mass media
Community radio
Local cooperatives
Local governments
Political parties
CSOs
Users’ groups
M&E committees
Tole/lane organizations
Mass media
Community radios
Cooperatives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local government
Political parties
CSOs
Users’ groups
M &E committees
Tole/lane organizations
Mass media
Community radios
Cooperatives

• Office bearers of the local
government
• Political parties
• CSOs
• Users’ groups
• Tole/lane organizations
• Mass media
• Community radios
• Cooperatives

4

State in which others pull (the citizens)
above
• Despite citizens show their concerns,
they are not able to participate on their
own. In this stage, therefore, other
informed individuals support citizens
to move forward.
• Considering the activeness of
individuals, elected representatives or
political parties, CSOs, users’groups or
other agencies invite such individuals
regularly to the programs and provide
such individuals with the information.

• Office bearers of the local
government
• Political parties
• CSOs
• Users’ groups
• Tole/lane organizations
• Mass media
• Community radios

3

State of activeness
• Citizens are in a state in which they
start exploring and showing concerns
about development work and their
implementation status at their
localities.
• Citizens will start attending planning
committee meetings if anything is
required at their locality, they start
asking for budgets for development
work required at their level.
• Citizens actively participate in the
implementation of plans and alloted
budget for their localities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CSOs
Local governments
Planning committees
Office bearers of the users’ groups
Contractors
Mass media
Community radios
Cooperatives
Various organizations such as
mothers’ groups, youth groups,
etc.

2

State of showing concern
• At this stage, citizens show general
concerns about the work related to
development and service delivery.
• They show concerns to explore reaons
behind if any development work is
halted.
• If new work are being carried out, they
show general concerns about where is
the work being done and who is taking
it forward.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Citizens themselves
Users’ groups
Local governments
CSOs
Mass media
Community radios
Cooperatives
Tole/lane organizations
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1

State of having information
• In this stage, citizens will have general
information about development and
service delivery being implemented
at their localities.
• They have the information about the
work but they are not provided with
the detailed information about the
same.

State in which no information is available
or not informed
• In this stage, citizens lack information
about any aspect.
• They are in the state of not showing
any concern about development or
any other work being carried out for
them.
• Citizens are clueless about the
governance process and system of
their local government.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CSOs
Mass media
Community radios
Local cooperatives
Local informants
Tole/lane organizations
Different groups
Teachers
Local governments
Ward committees
Political parties
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101
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